Chartfield String in PeopleSoft
Chartfield String = Account + Fund + Department + Program + Class + Project

Chartfield String

- Project (8 numeric)
- Class (5 alphanumeric)
- Program (4 numeric)
- Account (6 characters numeric)
- Fund (5 characters alphanumeric)
- Department ID (5 characters numeric)
Balancing at Department + Fund + Account Level

Departamental Financial Management Responsibility:

- Project (8 numeric)
- Class (5 alphanumeric) – Extension of Account
- Program (4 numeric) – Leave Blank
- Optional Chartfields

Mandatory Chartfields

- Department ID (5 characters numeric)
- Fund (5 characters alphanumeric)
- Account (6 characters numeric)

Differences Between Various Chartfields
Contact your Division’s Finance Coordinator

Business Rules

Charfield Combination/Division Chart of Accounts

Charfield Usage